
Abstract-This paper proposes a new strategy for harmonic
filtering of a three-phase shunt active filter system. The shunt
harmonic filter’s control objective is defined as: balance the
phase angle of the input current with the phase angle of the
line frequency component of the load current. This objective is
achieved in discreet implementation without sensing the input
voltages. The controller uses a phase shifting method on the
sensed input current and then applies the resistor emulator
type input current shaping strategy on the phase-shifted
current. In implementation Texas Instrument’s DSP based
unit TMS320F240 EVM is used as the digital hardware
platform. The control algorithm is computationally simple yet
the harmonic filtering performance is high. The analysis,
simulation and experimental results of a three-phase shunt
active filter prototype on a 25A non-linear load are presented.

I. INTRODUCTION

Shunt active filter (SAF) is a current controlled voltage
source converter (VSC) of Boost topology ,as can be seen
in Fig.1. We can identify two major functions in the control
of shunt active filter. First : it must generate a current
reference containing only those harmonic components that
are present in the load current and second : a very high
bandwidth current controller needs to be implemented. This
current controller should be able to extract the same actual
current waveshape from the SAF as dictated by the
reference. The unique feature of active filter control is the
method of harmonic extraction. The method should be such
that each harmonic component in the reference is exactly
equal in magnitude and phase to the corresponding
harmonic component in the load current. But it is  difficult

to design a harmonic filter that would separate out the
fundamental from the lower order harmonics without any
phase shift. So conventional filtering technique can not be
applied in a straightforward manner. Moreover there can be
unbalanced currents in the phases which may also have to
be filtered out from the input. The harmonic extraction
theories that have addressed these issues and provided
implementable solutions are the Instantaneous Active and
Reactive Power Method [2] ,the Synchronous Reference
Frame Method [3], the Instantaneous Active and Receptive
Current Component Method[4].
All these methods involve computations using the sensed
input voltage. But the input voltage waveform of a real life
system can have distortions. So to filter out the distortions
in the input voltage a phase locked loop (PLL) circuit is a
mandatory requirement for these methods. Design of a high
performance PLL is not easy and is an additional
computational burden on the digital controller.  
This paper proposes a new strategy,  denoted here as the
Phase Angle Balance (PAB) control technique , for
harmonic filtering of a three-phase shunt active filter
system. The control objective of a shunt active filter is
defined here as: balance the phase angle of the input current
with the phase angle of the line frequency component of the
load current. This objective is achieved in discreet
implementation without sensing the input voltage. The
controller uses a phase shifting method on the sensed input
current and then applies the resistor emulator type input
current shaping strategy on the phase-shifted current. Phase
Angle Balance control has the flexibility to compensate
only for the harmonics of the load current so 
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Fig.2 Control objective of a three phase shunt active filter

that the current rating requirement of the converter is kept  
lower. However if required this method can compensate for
the harmonic as well as the reactive contents of the load and
thereby shape the input current like input voltage. Any
other resistor emulator type active filtering strategy [5] is
not available with this flexibility.    
In section II, we have explained the basic principle of
operation of the proposed Phase Angle Balance controller.
Two methods for the determination of the phase shift of the
input current are also provided. The simulation results of
the proposed control scheme are presented in section III. In
section IV the experimental results of the prototype shunt
active filter system are presented.   

 II. PHASE ANGLE BALANCE CONTROL  

Phase Angle Balance Method is an extension of the current
shaping method that has been described in [1]. For high
power factor rectifier the input current is shaped to follow
the input voltage in each switching period . The difference  
for the shunt active filter (SAF) is that the phase shifted
input current is made proportional to the input voltage. The
control objective for a three phase shunt active filter,
defined in Fig. 2, is to make the input current devoid ofig

higher order harmonics that is otherwise present in load
current  . In order to keep the rating of the active filteril

low, current in the shunt filter  should contain only theih

harmonic currents but not the reactive current of the load.
The reactive component of the load current has to be
supplied from the input side. Mathematically the function of
the shunt active filter can be expressed as 

                                                                     (1)ig =
vg

Re
e−jws

 and  are input current and voltage vectors respectively.ig vg

can be positive or negative depending on whether thews

load is inductive or capacitive respectively. is theRe

emulated resistance corresponding to active power transfer
in the positive direction. The required phase shift depends
on the load power factor. In implementation either the input
current can be sensed directly or obtained by summation of
the load and the filter currents. The basic current shaping

technique described in [1] is applied on the input current.
For determination of the phase shift load current needs to
be sensed. 
Let us assume that the input voltage   is sinusoidal and(vg)
balanced. 

                    (2)vg = vga + jvgb = Vg1 cos(z ft) + jVg1 sin(z ft)

 is the angular frequency of the input voltage..  is az f (a, b)
system of orthogonal and stationary axes as shown in Fig.2.
The variables with suffix  or  represent components alonga b
that particular axis. A line current shaping controller,
similar to the one that has been described in [1] for high
power factor operation of three-phase boost rectifier, can be
used here to make   proportional to . It has been(ig

∏ ) (vg)

shown in Fig.2 that from the input current   ,  can be(ig) (ig
∏ )

obtained by phase shifting by an angle . Therefore,vs

ig
∏ = iga

∏ + jigb
∏

= Ig1ej(z ft) = Ig1 cos(z ft) + jIg1 sin(z ft) = igejws

       (3)= iga cos(vs) − igb sin(vs) + j(igb cos(vs) + iga sin(vs))

Where,

                                                (4)ig = iga + jigb = Ig1ej(z ft−vs)

       
It can be noted that if we can make the phase shift   equalws

to the phase angle of the positive sequence component of
the fundamental frequency load current then the input
current will consist only of active and reactive current
components of line frequency. This general principle of
filtering the harmonic currents is denoted here as  the Phase
Angle Balance (PAB) control technique. The block diagram
of the PAB controller is given in Fig.3. We can use either
Method I , shown in Fig.4(a) or Method II, shown in
Fig.4(b),  to get the desired phase angle ws.

Method I: For a three-phase three-wire system (i.e no zero
sequence current) , the non-linear load current  can be(il)
expressed as a summation of harmonics of positive
sequence and negative sequence current components. It has  
been assumed that there is no dc component in the load
current.  

  (5)il = Sk=1
∞ (ilk_p + ilk_n), where k is the harmonic number

In the suffix of a variable ‘p’and ‘n’ indicate positive and
negative sequence components respectively. The space
phasors in the above equation are decomposed into  (a, b)
axis components as (6) and (7).  

(6)
ila = S
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∞
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∞
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∞
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S
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∞
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Fig.3 Block diagram of the Phase Angle Balance (PAB)
control technique.

  (7)
ilb = S

k=1

∞
ilkb = S

k=1

∞
ilkb_p + S

k=1

∞
ilkb_n =

S
k=1

∞
(Ilk_p sin(kz ft + vk_p) + Ilk_n sin(−kz ft + vk_n))

The angular frequency of the fundamental component is  z f

. Therefore the magnitude of  can be written as (il)

                    (8)x il x= ila
2 + ilb

2 = Sk=1
∞ (Ilk_p

2 + Ilk_n
2 ) + fp

All the frequency dependent terms are combined together as
. We can eliminate the high frequency components byfp

a LPF, then

                                           (9)x il x fil = Sk=1
∞ (Ilk_p

2 + Ilk_n
2 )

The magnitude of the input current is made equal to the
magnitude of the load current by the outer loop PI
controller.  Therefore the PI controller ensures that 

                                 (10)Ig1 =x il x fil = Sk=1
∞ (Ilk_p

2 + Ilk_n
2 )

The output of the PI controller gives us the magnitude of 
,or . By monitoring   and we cansin(ws) sin(ws) igb

∏
ilb

determine  whether the load current is leading or lagging
the input voltage. This information is binary in nature
because it has only two values :  for lagging currentm = +1
and  for leading current.  m = −1

                                                         (11)sin(ws) = m sin(ws)

                                                 (12)cos(ws) = 1 − sin2(ws)

This method of calculation of phase shift isvs

computationally simple but not very exact. The reason for
that is given below. From the power balance condition

Fig.4(a) Determination of and by Method Isin(ws) cos(ws)

Fig.4(b) Determination of and by Method IIsin(ws) cos(ws)

Fig.4(c) Load current space phasors in stationary(il), (il1_p)
 and synchronous   reference frame(a, b) (d1_p, q1_p)

                                             (13)Ig1 cos(ws) = Il1_p cos(v1_p)

is the phase angle of the positive sequence componentw1_p

of the fundamental frequency load current with respect to
the input voltage. Therefore 

             (14)
ws = cos−1(

Il1_p

Sk=1
∞ (Ilk_p

2 + Ilk_n
2 )

cos(w1_p)) =

cos−1(Kv cos(w1_p))

can be expressed as Kw

                                                                    (15)Kw = 1
1+TD

2

Where the total distortion coefficient  is defined asTD

                                               (16)TD =
Il1_n

2 +Sk=2
∞

(Ilk_p
2 +Ilk_n

2 )
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2
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                        5(a)                                        5(b)                  

                       5(c)                                        5(d)

                         5(e)                                       5(f) 

                       5(g)                                          5(h)  

Fig.5. Simulation results of the phase angle balance
controller with load consisting of 20A(peak) diode rectifier
and 10A (peak) reactive current (a) input phase current iga

(b) (c) filter current (d) load current (e) (f)iga
∏

iha ila sin(ws)
 (g) (h)il1_pd, il1_pd cos(h) sin(h)

Ideally we would like the controller to make the input
current phase shifted by an amount equal to the phase angle
of the positive sequence component of the load current,  

. Then the line frequency, positive sequencews = w1_p

current will to be supplied from the input at the optimum
power factor. However it can be seen from (14) that this
principle is not exactly followed in this implementation.
Instead a phase angle error is introduced that depends on
the total distortion coefficient  of the load current. ThisTD

would mean that the input current though free from    

                      6(a)                                      6(b)

                       6(c)                                        6(d)

                       6(e)                                        6(f)           

                      6(g)                                         6(h)               

Fig.6. Simulation results of the phase angle balance
controller with 20A(peak) rectifier load (a) input phase
current (b) (c) filter current (d) load current (e) iga iga

∏
iha ila

(f)  (g) (h)sin(ws) il1_pd, il1_pd cos(h) sin(h)

harmonics will not deliver power at the optimum power
factor. However in most cases this error in magnitude of the
input current is insignificant. For example if . is  asTD 28%
would be in case of a diode bridge rectifier then the input
current magnitude will be  more than what is possible3.8%
to achieve through perfect compensation.   
So if we approximate as  thenSk=1

∞ (Ilk_p
2 + Ilk_n

2 ) Il1_p

                                                                         (17)Ig1 = Il1_p

                                                                         (18)vs = v1_p
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Method II : It is possible to implement perfect
compensation for harmonics with some extra computational
requirements on the controller. The positive sequence
component of the fundamental current  can beil1_p
extracted from the load current in the synchronously
rotating  reference frame. For that , it is not(d1_p, q1_p)
even necessary to sense the input voltage  as would bevg

required in other methods.  This is because the internal

control variable  is proportional to . So, as shown inig
∏

vg

Fig.4(c),
                

                                                       (19)cos(h) =
iga
/

(iga
/ )2+(igb

/ )2

                                                        (20)sin(h) =
igb
/

(iga
/ )2+(igb

/ )2

Therefore,

                                              (21)il_pd = ila cos(h) + ilb sin(h)

                                          (22)−il_pq = −ila sin(h) + ilb cos(h)

Subsequently we pass  and  through low pass filtersil_pd il_pq

to eliminate the ac content in the waveform and get the dc
quantities  corresponding to the positive(il1_pd, il1_pq)
sequence fundamental component of the load current. From

 the and  can be computed as(il1_pd, il1_pq) sin(ws) cos(ws)

                                                (23)cos(ws) =
il1_pd

(il1_pd)2+(il1_pq)2

                                                 (24)sin(ws) =
il1_pq

(il1_pd)2+(il1_pq)2

Alternatively the magnitude of  can be obtained fromil1_p
(25) and the phase angle can be determined by the closed
loop PI controller as in Method I. 
                

                                      (25)|il1_p | = il1_pd
2 + il1_pq

2

III.  SIMULATION RESULTS

The proposed controller that generates the switching pulses
for the power converter of the shunt active filter is
simulated in the MATLAB-SIMULINK (version 5.3)
simulation package. The non-linear load is of 20A peak.
The shape of the current and its rise and fall times are so
chosen that it approximately models a three-phase diode
bridge rectifier. The per phase inductance of the designed
shunt active filter is   . The output dc voltage of0.75mH
SAF is regulated by an outer loop PI regulator. The
switching frequency of the converter is chosen to be  

. It is desirable that the switching frequency of the10KHz
SAF is made as high as possible.  At higher switching
frequency the filter inductance can be made lower and 

better dynamics can be extracted by the current controller.
However in this case the choice is dictated by the
limitations of the general purpose TMS320F240 digital
controller that has been used for the hardware
implementation of the control algorithm.

 The simulation results(20MHz − CPU , 6.6lSec − ADC )
for the method II of  Phase Angle Balance control are
presented in Fig.5 and Fig.6. The results obtained from
method I are practically the same. In simulation two cases
are considered : (1) the load is diode rectifier type
non-linear and also has  line frequency reactive current
component of 10A peak - is shown in Fig.5. and (2) the
load has no line frequency reactive component but consists
only of 20A peak non-linear  current - is shown in Fig.6.   
                                           

IV.  EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION 

The proposed Phase Angle Balance harmonic filtering
algorithm is implemented on the general purpose digital
hardware platform of Texas Instruments DSP TMS320F240

. It has three 16-bit(20MHz − CPU , 6.6lSec − ADC )
registers [6] - ,CMP1, CMP2 and CMP3 to control the
individual duty cycles of the switches. We sense two phase
currents of the harmonic filter (instead of that the input
current can also be sensed) ,two phase currents of the
non-linear load and the output dc voltage of the shunt
harmonic filter. The phase shifted input current is shaped to
follow the input voltage using the resistor emulator type
digital current mode control algorithm that has been is
described in details in [1]. The power hardware of the
prototype PWM converter is built on IPM (Intelligent
Power Module) switched at  that corresponds to the10KHz
control loop time of . The per phase filterTs = 100lSec
inductance is . The filter and load currents are0.75mH
measured but input voltages are not sensed. The output of
the shunt harmonic filter is regulated at . A non-linear375V
load of  rating is constructed using a three-phase12.7A(rms)
diode bridge rectifier connected to the resistive load. For
verifying the performance of the phase shift control
algorithm , described in section II of this paper, a
predominantly reactive load of  , is constructed24.7A(rms)
by adding an induction motor under no load to the already
available nonlinear load of the diode bridge rectifier. The
measured value of THD of the rectifier load current is 

 and the THD of the input current with Phase Angle25.7%
Balance control is . In this case the input voltage is not6.5%
an ideal sine wave but itself has  THD. There is no1.8%
substantial difference in the input current THD results
between the two methods of APB control that are proposed
in this paper.  The experimental wave forms are shown in
Fig.7 and Fig.8. The harmonic performance can be further
improved by using a lower value of per phase inductance.
However in order to use a lower value of inductance the
switching frequency of the converter has to be increased.
For that a better controller than TMS320F240 needs to be
selected because its ADC conversion time of TMS320F240
is too high for higher frequency operation.
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                    7(a)                                          7(b)                     

                    7(c)                                         7(d)                      

                  7(e)                                           7(f)                      

                   7(g)                                          7(h) 
 
Fig. 7. Experimental results of a Shunt Active Filter system
- Phase Angle Balance Control Method I (a) Diode rectifier
- ch1: input voltage  , ch2: input current , ch3:(vga) (iga)
load current  , ch4: active filter current  (b) Diode(ila) (iha)
rectifier plus IM (no load)  - ch1: input voltage , ch2: input
current, ch3: load current , ch4:active filter current (c)

Diode rectifier - ch1: input current, ch2: load current ,
ch3:active filter current ch4:  (from DAC)(d) Diodesin(ws)
rectifier plus IM(no load) - ch1: input current, ch2: load
current , ch3:active filter current ch4:  (e) Diodesin(ws)
rectifier - ch1: input current, ch2: load current , ch3: input
current magnitude (from DAC)ch4: filtered load currentig

magnitude (f) Diode plus IM (no load)  - ch1: inputil fil
current, ch2: load current , ch3: input current magnitude
ch4: filtered load current magnitude (g) Diode plus IM (no
load) - without PAB control - for high power factor
operation- ch1: input current, ch2: load current , ch3: active
filter current ch4:  (h) Diode plus IM (no load) -  sin(ws)
without PAB control - for high power factor operation- ch1:
active filter current , ch2:  , ch3: input currentsin(ws)
magnitude ch4: filtered load current magnitudeig il fil
Scale::  - 25A/div,  - 10A/div, - 170V/div, iga, ila iha vga sin ws

- 1/div , , - 22.5A/divig il fil

                       8(a)                                       8(b)                     

                     8(c)                                       8(d)                       

                   8(e)                                            8(f)    
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                      8(g)                                        8(h)

8. Experimental results of a Shunt Active Filter system -
Phase Angle Balance Control Method II (a) Diode rectifier
- ch1: input voltage  , ch2: input current , ch3:(vga) (iga)
load current  , ch4: active filter current  (b) Diode(ila) (iha)
and IM(no load)  - ch1: input voltage, ch2: input current ,
ch3: load current, ch4:active filter current (c) Diode
rectifier - ch1: input current, ch2: load current , ch3:active
filter current ch4:  (from DAC) (d) Diode plussin(ws)
IM(no load) - ch1: input current, ch2: load current ,
ch3:active filter current ch4: (e) Diode rectifier -sin(ws)
ch1: input current, ch2: load current , ch3: d-axis load
current  (from DAC) ch4: q-axis load current (f) Diodeil1_pd

plus IM (no load)  - ch1: input current, ch2: load current ,
ch3: d-axis load current ch4: q-axis load current (g) Diode
rectifier - ch1: input current, ch2: load current , ch3 :  

 (from DAC), ch4 : :  (h) Diode plus IM (nocos(h) sin(h)
load) -  ch1: input voltage , ch2:input current , ch3: phase
shifted input current  (from DAC),ch4:  iga

∏ cos(h)
Scale: :  - 25A/div,  - 10A/div, - 170V/div, iga, ila iha vga

- 1/div , - 22.5A/divsin ws, cos(h), sin(h) il1_pd, il1_pq, iga
∏

VI.  CONCLUSION 

In this paper  phase angle balance (PAB) control for
filtering the harmonic components of the non-linear load is
proposed for shunt active filter. The harmonic filtering
objective is defined as the task of balancing the phase angle
of the input current with the phase angle of the line
frequency component of the load current. To achieve this
objective the input current is sensed, phase shifted by a
specific amount and then made proportional to the input
voltage.Two methods are described in this paper for
determination of the required phase shift. The current mode
control algorithm is input voltage sensorless , without PLL
and suitable for digital implementation with currents being
sampled only once in a switching period. Phase Angle
Balance control has the flexibility to compensate only for
the harmonics of the load current so that the current rating
requirement of the converter can be made lower than the
converter with both reactive and harmonics compensation.
However if required this method can compensate for the
harmonic as well as the reactive contents of the load and
thereby shape the input current like input voltage. In
conclusion it can be said that phase angle balance (PAB)

control is a very simple but effective technique for
achieving the harmonic filtering objective for loads that
support unidirectional power flow from input to load.
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